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Himalayan Spirit Handicraft Industry (HSHI) is a manufacturer and exporter of traditional Nepali
handmade lokta paper and paper products. It was established in 2005 by a group of people having more
than decade years of experience in the field of Nepali handmade papers and wide range of its products.
With the vision to develop handmade Nepali paper in the industry and to preserve traditional craft of
Nepal that extends back more than thousand years. It is associate with Federation of Handicraft
Association of Nepal as well.
We believe that the quality of traditional handicraft goods made from handmade paper should be
increased with the aim of developing a growing expert market. We have been supplying our products to
USA, UK, Germany, France, Spain, Netherland, Estonia and Australia.
Since its inception Himalayan Spirit Handicraft has been working ahead to promote Nepali handmade
paper products in the international market. Simultaneously, it has been striving to attain its far-reaching
goals of developing the paper making activities in the country with overall improvements of socioeconomic conditions of the less privileged people, in the rural as well as the urban areas of the Nepalese
society. The main objective of our company is to promote poor Nepalese families and generate
employment opportunities.
We thank you for visiting our website and look forward to servicing you in the near future.
Contact:
Chhong Nobu Sherpa
Himalayan Spirit Handicraft Industry (HSHI)
http://www.handicraftspirit.com.np
Kapan, Kathmandu

Products:

Himalayan-Spirit-sRGB_002

Himalayan-Spirit-sRGB_004

Himalayan-Spirit-sRGB_005

Himalayan-Spirit-sRGB_007

Himalayan-Spirit-sRGB_009

Himalayan-Spirit-sRGB_011

Himalayan-Spirit-sRGB_022

Himalayan-Spirit-sRGB_035
List of Stuffs
1) Wrapping sheets
2) Gift box
3) Jewelry box
4) Decorative stuffs
5) Garland
6) Greeting card
7) Note pad
8) Note book
9) Lamp shade
10) Shopping bags
11) Flower paper
12) Envelopes
13) Writing set
14) Color chart
15) Catalogue

Himalayan-Spirit-sRGB_056

